Evolution of the genetic code through progressive symmetry breaking.
Evolution of the genetic code in an early RNA world is dependent on the steadily improving specificity of the coevolving protein synthesis machinery for codons, anticodons, tRNAs and amino acids. In the beginning, there is RNA but the machinery does not distinguish yet between the codons, which therefore all encode the same information. Synonymous codons are equivalent under a symmetry group that exchanges (permutes) the codons without affecting the code. The initial group changes any codon into any other by permuting the order of the bases in the triplet as well as by replacing the four RNA bases with each other at every codon position. This group preserves the differences between codons, known as Hamming distances, with a 1-distance corresponding to a single point mutation. Stepwise breaking of the group into subgroups divides the 64 codons into progressively smaller subsets - blocks of equivalent codons under the smaller symmetry groups, with each block able to encode a different message. This formalism prescribes how the evolving machinery increasingly differentiates between codons. The model indicates that primitive ribosomes first identified a unique mRNA reading frame to break the group permuting the order of the bases and subsequently enforced increasingly stringent codon-anticodon basepairing rules to break the subgroups permuting the four bases at each codon position. The modern basepairing rules evolve in five steps and at each step the number of codon blocks doubles. The fourth step generates 16 codon blocks corresponding with the 16 family boxes of the standard code and the last step splits these boxes into 32 blocks of commonly two, but rarely one or three, synonymous codons. The evolving codes transmit at most one message per codon block and as the number of messages increases so does the specificity of the code and of protein synthesis. The selective advantage conferred by better functioning proteins drives the symmetry breaking process. Over time paralogous tRNA evolution expands the anticodon repertoire, which is divided into anticodon blocks matching the codon blocks under the stage-specific ribosomal basepairing rules. Contemporaneously an expanding family of primitive aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases (aaRSs) divides the tRNA diversities into various different and overlapping subsets: each aaRS accepts some tRNAs but rejects all others and several aaRSs may accept the same tRNA species. Selection favoring less ambiguous codes eliminates these overlaps and also imposes the ribosomal anticodon block division as ambiguity arises when different aaRSs accept tRNAs of the same anticodon block. Only when the tRNAs of one or several anticodon blocks are accepted by a unique aaRS does the code become specific. This coding pattern is observed in the standard code and the evolution of amino acid assignments by primitive aaRSs onto tRNAs is traced back via tRNA trees that picture a gradual division of tRNA diversities into blocks with increasingly specific amino acid assignments. Symmetry breaking combined with continuous selection for codes carrying more information evolves increasingly specific codes and efficiently traverses an immense space of all possible codes (>10(84)) to give rise to the standard code.